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‘Keep Busy Topsham’ Initials Quiz 
(brought to you by Topsham Community Association in 
support of the ‘Keep Busy Topsham’ campaign) 

This quiz is just for fun – sorry no prizes, your reward is the satisfaction of beating 
the quiz! The answers to the following 40 questions are all famous people or 
characters, sayings or quotations, titles (of books/films/songs/plays) or facts. They 
often (but not always) include a number to give you a hint. All you have to do is fill in 
the blanks with words beginning with the given initial letter. 

Examples: The answer to 31 d______ in J______ would be 31 days in 
January, and the answer to R______ s______ at n______, s______ 
d______ would be Red sky at night, shepherd’s delight. 
Right, you’re ready! Off you go…! 

 

1. The 12 d________ of C________ 

2. Seven d________ in a w________ 

3. 52 c________ in a p________ 

4. 48 c________ in E________ 

5. 12 s________ on the e________ f________ 

6. Seven w________ of the w________ 

7. Four p________ of the c________ 

8. The seven a________ of m________ 

9. 31 a________ in the s________ f________ 

10. 366 d________ in a l________ y________ 

11. 1000 g________ in a k________ 

12. 80 c________ in a m________ 

13. 16 o________ in a p________ 

14. Four f________ in a p________ 

15. 11 p________ in a f________ t________ 

16. 90 d________ in a r________ a________ 

17. The six w________ of H________ the E________ 



18. Seven d________: D________, S________, B________, D________, 
H________, G________ and S________ 

19. Eight p________ in our s________ s________: M________, 
V________, E________, M________, J________, S________, 
U________ and N________ 

20. Two q________ in a c________, and two c________ in a m________ 

21. 76 T________ in the B________ P________ 

22. M________ A________ A________ N________ 

23. H________ P________ and the D________ H________ 

24. The  C________ of the L________ B________ 

25. B________ H________ 90210 

26. The L________ R________ and T________ 

27. S________ L________ and O________ H________ 

28. M________ Q________ of S________ 

29. B________ C________ and the S________ K________ 

30. E________ L________ of F________ 

31. A s________ in t________ s________ nine 

32. R________ of Y________ g________ b________ in v________ 

33. E________ c________ has a s________ l________ 

34. A b________ in the h________ is w________ two in the b________ 

35. A________ s________ l________ than w________ 

36. One s________ doesn’t m________ a s________ 

37. The s________ on the h________ of a r________-a________ 
t________ is e________ to the s________ of the s________ on the 
o________ two s________ 

38. “E________ e________ that e________ m________ will d________ 
h________ d________” 

39. “B________ the I________ of M________!” 

40. “To i________ and b________!” 


